
DISSECTION  OF COVID VACCINATION AND ITS

HOMOEOPATHIC MODUS OPERANDI

Vaccination has been on the forefront as a preventive measure against covid infection. How is this 

prevention, far from reality? Let us explore.

Though mass vaccination seemed a perfect solution to modern medicine, but taking a deep dive into real 

facts and figures of AEFI, re-infections, deaths, subsequent waves, all of this should make one think 

otherwise.

An individual at its healthy best is devoid of any major illness. The degree to which a person gets affected 

due to exposure to any external/internal disease element depends on its individual susceptibility. The 

manner or the extent to which the body responds to any stimuli is never constant and varies from person 

to person depending on one’s constitution.

When a healthy person gets vaccinated, the ingredient of the vaccine creates a diseased state in an 

individual. Protective power of vaccination is said to arise from this diseased state, created against specific 

pathogen, well in advance, to counter probable infection. But the concern here, is about the length of time 

and degree of immunity  that one can achieve, which in itself is unpredictable and is variable.

According to renowned physician “Dr Burnett”- probable protective reaction post vaccination depends on 

the “Take” of vaccine by that individual. 

Taking up of vaccine means - Once vaccinated the body tries to free itself from disease agent [in this case 

vaccine virus/ingredients] by expressing through various symptoms like fever ,rash, headache, muscle pain,

diarrhoea etc which are mostly mild, which is considered to be immune response, generating antibodies 

for that specific antigen.

But if an individual do “not take” vaccine effectively [ie person does not show primary mild expression of 

immunity] we can say it as un-successful vaccination. Followed by which , inserted virus/ingredient  gets 

more absorbed into the bodily economy and enters either into acute adverse reaction causing death or a 

chronic state exhibiting various possibilities of ailments/diseases in later days/months, like paresis, 

neuralgia etc .

This solely depends upon the extent of individual reaction to the vaccine which is highly unpredictable, so 

unsafe, and difficult to evaluate in case of mass vaccination,and hence a potential risk.

Today vaccination drives fall short of robust documentation of data. Boosters are being given with an 

assumption that it will keep intact the temporary immunity created by vaccines. But still we are able to 

notice so many cases of blood clots, neuropathies, cardiac issues, sudden deaths etc. Observation of the 

same in younger age groups is matter of more concern and needs investigation to the fullest and needs to 

be correlated with vaccination history.

Treatment of “natural covid disease picture” and prevention “of severe covid/ hospitalisations/ deaths” in 

a homoeopathic way can be a solution to this emerging health crisis. Let us see how.

Homoeopathy is based on principle of “similia similibus curantur” which means “like cures like” and 

application of “minimum dose” of potentised medicinal substance. This can assure one - safer mode of 

treatment.



Homoeopathy is not a pseudo science, but is based on principles of nature which governs our life. Body 

perishes but what remains immortal is the soul/spirit. This spirit or energy is the driving force for all bodily 

mechanisms and governs every individual living being in its health as well as disease.

Any deviation from the normal is expressed in the form of disease. This deviated vital system can be 

restructured to normalcy by working through same dynamic plane, here comes in place, the theory of 

dynamisation of homoeopathic medicines, which are termed as potentised medicines.[process used to 

increase healing power of medicines]. 

Now both the diseased person and potentised medicines are on one dynamic plane. These medicines have 

the ability to create similar disease picture in a patient as his/her natural morbid state, which further gives 

rise to nullifying effect based on “like cures like” and subsequent health restoration.

When a person is infected by covid virus itself, or pseudo infection caused by injected vaccine, or side-

effects caused by vaccines all can come under diseased state, and hence the disease picture obtained after 

individualisation of case can be cured by applying homoeopathic principle and hence various 

homoeopathic medicine/s can be used after selecting best similimum to deal with the case in hand.

Looking at the generic influence of covid virus, which resembles to a greater degree to that of influenza, 

one may find following remedies usefull depending on individual case: Nux vomica, Sulphur, Arsenic, carbo 

veg, Influenzinum, wytheia, gelsemium, Apis, pyrogenium, kali bich, Sticta, etc. Potency depends on the 

acute or chronic phase as well as severity of disease expression...with infrequent doses.

This needs to be done by proper homoeopathic doctor consultation and one should refrain oneself from 

self/counter medications. Literature does suggest use of homoeopathic medicine Thuja as broad spectrum 

antidote remedy for vaccinosis [side-effects of vaccines]. But genus epidemicus for the same can be also 

evolved and applied to certain extent as an intercurrent remedy.

For further research one can think of potentizing present “covid vaccines” and implementing them as trials 

to correct vaccine adverse effects/disease on basis of homoeopathic principles.

Hence we can conclude that Homoeopathic system of medicine is a system of “permanent and safe cure”, 

and not for prevention of natural disease but for treatment of diseased state and its progress. This helps in 

reversing the deviated state back to health.

Whereas vaccination is “temporarily preventive using induced disease condition, with waning immunity, 

and all this at cost of health.”
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